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Brilliant Club
A huge well done to our Year 8 students
who graduated virtually from the Brilliant
Club on Wednesday- I am exceptionally
proud of them! Please read the article
written by Ms Merritt.
Mini Assessments
The next few weeks are important weeks
for Y11 and Y13 students. It is important that all students prepare well for their mini
assessments; not just by revising but also looking after their physical health – getting
enough sleep, eating well, staying hydrated and taking exercise will all help to ensure that
students can focus well over the next weeks. All staff wish them every success.
Mitigating Circumstances - Parents of Y11 and Y13 – Form to be completed by Tuesday
4th May 2021
It is understood that all students who were due to complete examinations this year have
been adversely affected by the circumstances surrounding Covid-19. This is why alternative
and more flexible arrangements have been put in place for 2021. Schools have been given
the flexibility to adapt assessments so that they only focus on the components of the specification that students have covered.
However, we are aware that for a small number of students, there may be factors outside of
their control which may have affected their performance in one or more of their
assessments. Special consideration cannot be applied due to “lost teaching and learning”.
This has been addressed by the flexibility of the range of evidence used to determine your
child’s grade.
If you feel this is applicable to your child, please complete the form that was sent out on
Thursday morning.
Best wishes for a happy Bank Holiday
Ann Marie Mulkerins
Headteacher

Wellbeing Tips

Spotlight on….Brilliant Club Scholar's Programme Graduation
The twelve Year 8 students who took part in the Scholar's Programme in the autumn term graduated on
Wednesday 28th April.
Huge congratulations to the following students:
Rinor Ahmeti
Isabella Adan
Atif Aziz
Shaan Bhartiya
Elcio Trindade Fernandes Lima
Itai Insler
Aashi Jain
Sebastian Lenkiewicz
Freya-Jane McCarthy
Anastasia Nasto
Alma Shabtay
Tenesha Whittaker
We are so proud of all of our graduates and the hard work and resilience they have shown throughout the
programme of study. The graduation was online and included a 'virtual' tour of Gonville and Caius College,
Cambridge. This is one of the oldest and largest colleges at Cambridge University. Our students also had
the chance to pose some questions to undergraduates at Cambridge during a Q&A session.
During the ceremony, two of our students represented The Compton as SpokeScholars. Anastasia and Itai
had written speeches providing an overview of their experience of the Scholar's Programme, including the
best part of the experience, a challenge they overcame and an extract from their final assignment. Both
students spoke wonderfully and were fantastic ambassadors for the school.
Thank you to the parents who joined us, albeit virtually, for the graduation.
Zoe Merritt
Deputy Headteacher

Meaning: Be part of something bigger
People who have meaning and
purpose in their lives are happier, feel
more in control and get more out of
what they do. They also experience
less stress, anxiety and depression.
But where do we find meaning and
purpose? It might come from doing a
job that makes a difference, our
religious or spiritual beliefs, or our
family. The answers vary for each of
us but they all involve being connected to something bigger than ourselves.
Which aspects of your life give you a sense of purpose?

Students
‘Excellence for All’

Please use this link
Register for Webinar

Virtual Work Experience
Springpod are offering a range of virtual work experience programmes for young people. The programmes are entirely
remote, can be completed at times that suit you and offer a certificate that is great for CVs, cover letters and interviews
upon completion.
The programmes are open to applications from students aged 14-18 years old and will run between 1st June to the 11th
June.
The application deadline is midnight on May 24th.
Below is a list of some of the programmes on offer:
Business Management
Finance
Law
Politics
Marketing
Psychology
Engineering
Dentistry

Technology
You can view all of the June programmes here

Visit the British Museum
The British Museum are planning to
open their doors again from Monday 17
May, and are excited to welcome the
public back to the Museum!
Discover the galleries again and book a
free timed ticket to visit the permanent
collection via the button below.
Find information on planning your visit, staying safe and what’s new here.

Our free show Reflections: contemporary art of the Middle East and North Africa will be on display in Room
90 – find out more here.
Two million years of human history awaits.

Book now

English News
Well done to the following students for answering the most English questions on
Educake in their year group last term whilst maintaining an average score of 80+%
– fantastic work!






Sama Shafiq – 7O
Armend Iberdemaj – 8C
Sara Bhasin – 9b3
Yasmin Wilson – 10b1
Adeena Bheekun – 11b2

Please come to the LRC during PDT any day next week to collect a small prize from Ms Hodge.
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Virtual Creative Writing Club
This week we are sharing a poem by Meriona Hyskaj (Year 12) inspired by the picture below.

If you enjoy creative writing, take a look at the optional Virtual Creative Writing Club
tasks on SMHW. Use the picture as inspiration to write a short story or poem and submit
it to us on SMHW to receive personal feedback. You may even get your work published in
The Compton Newsletter!

CSI hit the Science Club!
This week Y7 students completed Crime scene investigations, which
included finger-print analysis!
Y8 students made observations over time by setting up a mini
wormery. Students learned about earthworms and how they help
improve the health of the soil through the decay process (create
compost). Students will release the worms back into the field in the
next Science club session.

If you would like to get involved
sign up using the signup sheet on
M3 (for Y7) and M5 (for Y8)
before Thursdays – make sure
you sign the correct signup sheet
for your year group

KEYDATES
May
3:
31:
Jun
1-4:
22:
24:
25:

Bank holiday Monday
Half Term
Half Term
Y9 Immunisations
Y8 HPV—1st dose
Y8-Y9 Immunisations

